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What owns the land: the corporate organization of farmland
investment
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bDepartment of Environmental Studies, University of California-Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA, USA; cDepartment
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ABSTRACT
Novel investment vehicles continue to dominate discussions of the
financial entities driving the global land rush. However, less
attention has been devoted to the mundane elements of such
investment, primarily the corporate structure that undergirds it.
Using US public records, our analysis reveals how absentee and
complex corporate structures enable the financialization of
farmland. While the latest farmland investment has the fresh face
of the who, such as private equity funds, we conclude that the
what of its corporate skeleton is older, calling for dialogue
between studies of corporate organization, landownership, and
financialization.
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1. Introduction

Who owns the land? This deceptively simple yet recurring question vexes scholars study-
ing not only corporate agriculture but also financial investment in farmland. Researchers
investigating international land grabs in the Global South often rely on news reports and
nonprofit databases to study acquisitions, methods that have been critiqued for their
doubtful accuracy (Edelman 2013). In North America broadly, landownership data are
not easily accessible (Desmarais et al. 2017). In the U.S., no comprehensive database of
landownership exists at the federal level, leaving tax parcel data scattered across the jur-
isdictions of more than three thousand county or county-equivalent entities as the primary
means of discovering property ownership (Gunnoe 2014). Yet, even in the ideal scenario,
where parcel data are easily accessed, a crucial challenge remains: landownership seems
to stop at the name on the deed, obfuscating the corporate legal structures that shape the
reality of land control.

Taken together, scholarship on corporate organization, ownership, and financializa-
tion suggests that tax parcel data alone is insufficient to study evolving forms of
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landownership. Corporations reconstructed capitalism over a century ago, leaving the
kinds of name-on-the-deed proprietors found in tax parcel data increasingly a historical
artifact of classical liberalism (Sklar 1988). More recently, the financialization of farm-
land occurs through novel investment mechanisms, such as private equity funds (Fair-
bairn 2014; Gunnoe 2014; Daniel 2012), publicly traded securities (Kuns, Visser, and
Wästfelt 2016; Fairbairn 2014) and the representational practices being developed to
describe farmland as an asset class (Ducastel and Anseeuw 2017; Visser 2017).
Names listed on tax parcel data misleadingly simplify crucial dimensions of property,
possession, access, control, and income reconstructed by financialization (Sikor 2012;
Sikor and Lund 2009; Ribot and Peluso 2003).

While it is increasingly clear that tax parcel data miss the larger constellation of enti-
ties involved in farmland investment, scholars are uncertain what other analytical tools
are to be had in an age of finance (Edelman 2013; Krippner 2011). We devised a new
methodology for uncovering corporate organization and actors who benefit from farm-
land investment through an analysis of creditors and proprietors. Our study begins at
the bottom, studying corporate landownership in west central Illinois, known for its
landscape of flat black eighties – a descriptor for the richest, blackest plots of eighty
acres, but an area that also includes lower-grade ground. We researched corporate
names, ownership addresses, and creditor–debtor relationships by combining
county-level tax parcel data with documents available through LexisNexis Public
Records, a paid subscription database that includes Uniform Commercial Code (UCC)
filings and SmartLinx Comprehensive Business and Person Reports. We uncovered a
suite of structures and practices unique to corporations that enable land investment,
such as limited liability, subsidiaries, and internal markets for credit. We found that
the extent of absenteeism increases with the more complex forms of corporate invest-
ment, which often are more recent, but increasingly powerful, actors. Those corpor-
ations most active in the financialization of farmland bring together constellations of
subsidiaries, even making their own internal markets for the intra-company exchange
of capital.

Our focus on the what of farmland ownership begins by bringing literature on farm-
land investment into dialogue with studies of ownership, corporate agriculture, and
organizations. We then detail our methodology and discuss our findings by building
up from general corporate farmland ownership to more complex financial investment
companies. Our framework demonstrates that to fully understand financial investment
in farmland, one must delve below the surface of proprietors to uncover complex
relationships of credit markets, debt, subsidiaries, and liability. These are the tools of
financialization that enable the kind of short-term returns necessary for shareholder
value. We clarify how the power of financial investment mechanisms comes through a
bureaucratic imbroglio, where layers of subsidiaries shift risk and exchange credit, ulti-
mately allowing the most complex of corporations to exert more control than their
simpler counterparts.

2. Ownership, access, and possession

Bringing corporate organization into critical studies of farmland investment calls for
emphasis on the mundane but crucial mechanisms of ownership alongside more
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general questions of access and possession. We focus on broader constellations of credit
and subsidiary relationships, inspired by Christman’s (1994) emphasis on control and
income. Current approaches to land pay markedly less attention to how ownership is orga-
nized, favoring a focus on possession as authority tied to state legitimacy (Sikor 2012; Sikor
and Lund 2009) or access as bundles of power specific to social and political-economic
contexts (Peluso and Lund 2011; Ribot and Peluso 2003). What is of the state then
becomes a matter of possession, and what is of broader social relations becomes a
matter of access. What is lost in between are the minute but absolutely crucial mechanisms
that enable certain possessors to exert more control and make more money in accordance
with specific ownership structures – matters of particular importance when it comes to
financial investment.

Our theoretical focus on income and control in ownership motivates our empirical
attention to the flow of money, and in accordance, debt and credit. More to the
point, creditors and proprietors are two prosaic and increasingly interdependent
agents of ownership in a time of financialization and financial investment in land. Pro-
prietors are people or entities with legal backing to possessive claims (Proudhon
[1890] 1970; Bell 2017; Springer 2016), via, for instance, a title or a deed.1 Proprietors,
though, do not stand alone. In fact, they often misleadingly purport a spatially fixed
understanding of ownership that misses the much broader constellations of power
that influence how claims are made (Blomley 2004, 2005; Singer 2000). Scholars tend
to study only proprietors in the context of landownership, as even these most basic of
data are hard to obtain (Desmarais et al. 2017; Edelman 2013; Oya 2013). Some scholars,
such as Wunderlich (1993), suggest a census of land could provide a potential solution,
yet stop there, without considering the financial flows driving and simultaneously
enabling proprietary claims. We remedy this oversight by analyzing creditors alongside
proprietors, providing an analytical means to capture the broader constellations of
income production and extraction. We identify proprietors within corporate hierarchies
connected to parent companies and creditors; moreover, our methodology reveals com-
panies with both equity and debt stakes in the property in question. In short, we delve
beneath the apparently singular land title to reveal the multiplicity of claims to income
and control in an age of finance.

3. Financialization and farmland investment

The financial sector’s interest in landownership has spread over the last decade, making it
ever more important to understand the role of corporate organization in farmland invest-
ment. With particular emphasis on large institutional investors, such as pension funds and
hedge funds, scholars document the purchase of farmland as a means to diversify invest-
ment portfolios, hedge against inflation, and glean profits from rising land prices (Fairbairn
2014; Gunnoe 2014). Research has examined large-scale investments in farmland by actors
linked to the financial sector in Africa (Ducastel and Anseeuw 2017; Daniel 2012), Brazil
(Mendonça and Pitta 2018; Fairbairn 2015), Russia and the former Soviet Union (Visser

1Proudhon ([1890] 1970, 43) wrote that ‘A lover is a possessor, a husband is a proprietor,’ capturing in abhorrently sexist,
but strikingly clear terms, his fundamental critique of property: that the proprietor (owner) is not the same as the pos-
sessor. This line of thinking influences our emphasis on proprietors, alongside creditors, to complicate discussions of
possession.
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2017; Kuns, Visser, and Wästfelt 2016), Australia (Sippel 2017, 2018; Larder, Sippel, and
Lawrence 2015) and Canada (Desmarais et al. 2017; Magnan 2015; Magnan and Sunley
2017; Sommerville and Magnan 2015).

Many scholars tie this wave of investor interest in farmland to the broader economic
processes associated with financialization. The term financialization refers to the
growing centrality of financial actors, financial profits, and financial motives both
within the economy as a whole and within non-financial sectors of the economy
(Epstein 2005; Krippner 2011), including agriculture (Clapp and Isakson 2018). Viewing
farmland investment through the lens of financialization sheds light on the dynamics
of ownership. One of the primary aspects of financialization has been the rise of the
‘shareholder value’ principle of corporate governance, which dictates that the primary
purpose of any corporation is to produce the highest possible returns for its owners
– the shareholders (Froud et al. 2000). This shift in the balance of power from corporate
managers to investor-owners has, many scholars argue, led companies to behave in
more extractive ways, privileging short-term profits for investors over longer-term
goals such as product development, job security for workers, or resource stewardship
(Lazonick and O’Sullivan 2000; Jones and Nisbet 2011; Isakson 2014). In fact, corpor-
ations with greater structural complexity and a higher reliance on shareholder value
were also found to have higher rates of environmental pollution (Prechel and Touche
2014). Work on shareholders reminds us that the landowning corporation – while pro-
prietor in name – is beholden to its investors and that these investors may ultimately
exert the power to shape its treatment of land and local communities. More broadly,
financialization within the agri-food system contributes to what Clapp (2014) terms ‘dis-
tancing,’ the abstraction of agricultural commodities from their physical forms, as well as
the insertion of new financial entities in between food production and consumption – a
process that makes identifying and contesting negative social and environmental con-
sequences more difficult.

At the same time, however, the theoretical lens of financialization can lead to a
flattening of the many industry-, time-, and place-based particularities of farmland
investment, including the material and social frictions that get in its way (Ouma 2014;
Christophers 2015). Ouma therefore calls for ‘opening the black box of finance-gone-
farming’ by instead examining the particular practices through which farmland
becomes a financial asset class (Ouma 2014; 165). This effort has so far seen detailed
analyses of the metrics and representational practices that enable farmland selection
and valuation (Ducastel and Anseeuw 2017; Visser 2017), but less attention has so far
been paid to the corporate proprietary and crediting structures through which land is
acquired. An exception to this rule comes from scholarly and nonprofit research on
farmland acquisitions in Brazil, which has examined how capital transfers between
nested corporate entities are used to obscure the identity of financial landowners, allow-
ing them to skirt legal limits on foreign ownership, obscure links to domestic land grab-
bing, and evade accountability to local communities (GRAIN 2018; Fairbairn 2015; Rede
Social de Justiça e Direitos Humanos, GRAIN, Inter Pares, et al. 2015). We pick up this
thread but argue that disentangling the web of subsidiaries and credit flows behind cor-
porate farmland purchases is more than just a way to uncover suspect land deals: it is
essential to understanding how ownership works, even in the most lawful and mundane
of contexts.
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4. Corporations, credit, and liabilities

Despite the challenges of utilizing anything beyond a purely proprietary approach to
studying landownership in light of financialization and farmland investment, possibilities
nonetheless exist. To do so, however, we must begin with some background on U.S. cor-
porate structures.2 Corporate ownership vehicles can include the limited liability company
(LLC); the limited partnership (LP); the limited liability partnership (LLP); the Limited Liab-
ility Limited Partnership (LLLP); the family limited partnership (FLP); and the C or S corpor-
ation (both types referred to hereafter as ‘corporation’), whose main difference is taxation
status.3 Each form of ownership provides tax benefits and limited liability for the proprietor
(s), among other desirable features (Table 1). In particular, the LLC has emerged as the
most popular corporate form for landownership, in part because it is inexpensively
formed. Each of these corporate forms creates a structure that enables the extraction
of profit along with the diversion of risk that comes with speculative investments such
as land.

Since the farm crisis of the 1980s, corporations have taken more interest in farmland
acquisitions, marking a sea change from former farmer-banker financing. The LLC is an
extremely attractive vehicle for farmland investment because it allows the externalization
of losses, thereby allowing investors to take on more risk (Simkovic 2018). Even though the
LLC itself bears a single name, it is anything but a singular who. LLC owners use operating
agreements to partition their assets to prevent what they personally own from being used
to settle the LLC’s debts (Kuntz 2018). On rare occasions, a court will mandate the use of
member assets to pay corporate obligations by ‘piercing the corporate veil’ – but this
occurs idiosyncratically and generally only in cases of serious corporate misconduct (Bain-
bridge and Henderson 2016; Strauss 1992). In other words, except in these rare cases, no
other party, including creditors seeking restitution, will have the same rights to capital as
the LLC member(s) (Shapack 2000). Higher-grossing farms are particularly drawn to this
form of legal organization. Whereas 4.6% of farms with less than $350,000 annual gross
income used LLCs, 39% of farms generating $5 million or more used LLCs (MacDonald,
Hoppe, and Newton 2018). The crucial point is that LLCs, among other corporate struc-
tures, can serve as vehicles for profit production yet simultaneously be immune from
certain forms of culpability.

The LLC’s more recent popularity folds into a long history of corporate forms inextric-
ably tied to finance and, consequently, financial crises. One of the earliest forms of the cor-
poration – the holding company – was replaced by the multidivisional form in the 1920s
and 1930s, with the purported intention of reducing subsidiaries (Prechel 2000, 2014).
Stocks issued from these holding companies, though, were not properly regulated,
leading to an overvaluation of firms that could not repay their loans, eventually spiraling

2Corporations are particularly adept at confusing the who and what distinction. Corporations gained their first foothold into
legal status as persons in the late 1800s; since that time, corporations have been extended most rights afforded to any
human individual in democracy (Roy 1997). The legal system maintains some hints of the classical liberalism of John
Locke, where laborers reap the rewards of their work through property. Still, the corporate reconstruction of capitalism
has largely stripped the legal system of any real meaning in this regard. Corporations have legally gained an unrivaled
confluence of power, culminating in ‘preeminence in the pursuit of profit, preeminence in property rights, and preemi-
nence over the public, and preeminence in its status as person’ (Ashwood 2018, 73).

3In these categorizations, C-and S-corporations were aggregated under ‘Corporations’ because neither the tax parcel data
nor Nexis differentiates the two.
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Table 1. Types of corporate entities used for farmland investment in McDonough and Fulton Counties, Illinois.
Corporate Entity Primary Users Ownership Liability Tax Benefits

Limited Liability
Company (LLC)

real property owners, investors, venture
capitalists, family businesses

member
(dissolved when the member
dies, withdraws, or declares
bankruptcy)

asset partitioning;
no personal liability for corporate
debt

pass-through taxation

Limited Partnership
(LP)

owners who desire flexibility in
ownership and operation but still want
limited liability

general partners
(decision makers)
&
limited partners
(investors with no say)

general partners have unlimited
liability;
limited partners’ liability cannot
exceed their investment

pass-through taxation

Limited Liability
Partnership (LLP)

owners who desire an extra level of
liability protection and want all owners
to have decision-making authority

general partners only;
each partner participates in
management

all partners have limited liability
(though less robust protections than
corporations and LLCs provide)

pass-through taxation

Limited Liability
Limited
Partnership (LLLP)

owners who desire an extra level of
liability protection

general partners
(decision makers)
&
limited partners
(investors with no say)

all partners have limited liability
(though less robust protections than
corporations and LLCs provide)

pass-through taxation

Family Limited
Partnership (FLP)

most or all partners are members of a
single family (often involved in estate
planning)

general partners
(typically parents)
&
limited partners
(typically children)

general partners have unlimited
liability;
limited partners’ liability cannot
exceed their investment

pass-through taxation;
only value of assets at the time of transfer to FLP
(not appreciated value) is subject to estate tax

S-Corporation smaller corporate entities with
shareholders

fewer than 100 shareholders;
one class of stock

shareholders have limited liability pass-through taxation

C-Corporation corporations hoping to go public; good
for those that sell products

Board of Directors elected by
shareholders; centralized
management

Board of Directors, shareholders,
employees, and officers have no
personal liability for corporate debt
(perpetual lifetime)

double taxation (no pass-through) but offers a
wide range of corporate deductions; less
advantageous tax treatment of real estate
holdings
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into the Great Depression (Prechel 2000, 2014). By the 1980s, changes in state policies
allowed corporations to restructure to promote capital accumulation, and thus, liquidity,
in face of globalization and debt pressures (Prechel 1997a). The Tax Reform Act of 1986
ended a New Deal-era tax on corporate capital transfers meant ‘to deinstitutionalize the
holding company and control the spread of corporate malfeasance’ (Prechel and Morris
2010, 335). The end of this federal tax allowed large corporations to divide their holdings
into smaller subsidiary corporations by transferring assets and debt to these new subsidi-
aries (Prechel 1997a, 1997b). This began the transition from the multidivisional to the ‘mul-
tilayered subsidiary form,’ a hierarchical corporation with a parent company at the top and
multiple subsidiaries below (Prechel 1997b, 405). Corporate property rights grew in power,
as parent company managers could ‘issue stock in subsidiaries, transfer capital among
subsidiaries, and create corporate entities that are not reported on parent companies’
financial statements’ (Prechel 2014, 228). By 2004, eighteen years after the passing of
the 1986 Tax Reform Act, 84.7% of the 2002 Fortune 500 companies became multilayered
subsidiaries (Prechel and Morris 2010).

The multilayered subsidiary is particularly indicative of the many actors who benefit vis-
a-vis financial investment in farmland. Parent companies own or govern subsidiaries, of
which they hold more than 50% of the voting shares. In this corporate form, the parent
company operates as a management company at the top of the corporate hierarchy,
yet it is legally separate from the subsidiaries and can sell up to 50% of the subsidiary’s
stock and still retain ownership (Prechel 1997a). By dividing assets into legally indepen-
dent but commonly held subsidiaries, a multilayered corporate group can form ‘a
complex web of interconnected legal affiliates’ (Casey 2015, 2681). Oversight agencies
and even investors have difficulty tracing the transfer of capital between these (legally)
independent entities (Prechel and Harms 2007). This contributes to the obfuscation that
characterizes the largest of farmland investment firms, as we demonstrate later in this
paper.

Further, the lack of transparency makes it difficult for communities to connect corpor-
ate culpability for malfeasance to ownership in industrial animal production (Ashwood,
Diamond, and Thu 2014) and, more generally, for regulators to ensure accurate financial
reporting (Gul, Muhammad, and Rashid 2017; Bushman, Piotrizki, and Smith 2004). In
fact, based on a general accounting principle designed when multidivisional firms were
the norm, the parent company’s financial statement may be combined with its subsidiaries
as if it were a single firm (Prechel and Morris 2010). This type of financial reporting makes
determining ownership and capital transfers even more difficult. Moreover, in the event of
legal challenges from creditors, the subsidiary form can also provide a ‘liability firewall’ that
makes the assets of the parent company inaccessible to its subsidiaries (Prechel, Boies, and
Woods 1999, 118) and thus insulates the firm from social and environmental responsibility
(Prechel and Zheng 2012; Boies and Prechel 2002; Sklair and Miller 2010).

Perhaps most crucially for our emphasis on income and control, the multilayered sub-
sidiary form utilizes internal capital markets – a legal term used to describe the transfer of
capital across layers of subsidiaries. These markets enable corporations to move capital,
often obtained as a form of credit, from one firm to another to increase profitability.
This flexibility is particularly valuable for companies that have some subsidiaries
engaged in riskier behavior than others. Internal capital markets can provide an organiz-
ational mechanism to monitor different elements of the firm (Williamson 1975) or a means
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for large corporations to obtain capital from existing assets within the firm by using money
from a subsidiary’s public stock sales (Prechel 1997b). In the context of landownership,
internal markets only exist for the largest and most complex of corporations, enabling
certain subsidiaries to take on more risks funded by their more financially solvent counter-
parts. These crediting mechanisms create a ‘corporate web’ that can serve as a ‘smokesc-
reen’ behind which corporate assets are ‘smuggled across legal boundaries’ of one
partitioned firm to another, thus commingling the assets of legally separate entities
(Casey 2015, 2713). This multilayered form may not only obfuscate signals that one
project may fail but also incentivize what otherwise would be ‘self-interested, risky pro-
jects’ (Casey 2015, 2713). In short, internal markets uniquely advantage the most powerful
of actors, so they take these most complicated of corporate forms to enable their extrac-
tion of profit.

Taken together, these internal capital markets create privileged access to credit within
the corporate group – access unavailable to other proprietors, such as unincorporated
farmers. Credit in the pursuit of financial rewards ceases to be governed ‘by the ex-ante
existence of savings, but by the expectations of those who supply and demand it’
(Ioannou and Wójcik 2019, 268). And those who supply and demand it are the most
powerful corporate actors and financial investors, as our results demonstrate in the
context of farmland investment.

4. Methodology

To analyze corporate organization in the context of landownership, this study proposes an
innovative methodology that combines tax parcel data with public documents on corpor-
ate structures, as well as public records of debtors and creditors. Following Burawoy’s
(1998) extended case method approach, our research observes two highly productive,
row crop counties in rural west central Illinois: McDonough and Fulton counties. Farmland
Partners, the largest US farmland investment REIT, has strong ties to this area, as Paul
Pittman, the company’s Chief Executive Officer (CEO), is from Fulton County (Farmland
Partners 2020). As of July 24, 2019, the price of McDonough County farmland was
$8193 per acre, and the average acres per field were 52 with 6922 fields total in the
county. The price of Fulton County farmland was $6692 per acre; the average field was
48 acres, with a total of 10,599 fields in the county. Corn, soybeans, and wheat are the
chief crops in both counties (AcreValue 2019).

We acquired county-level tax parcel data and studied all corporations that were listed
as owners of farmland. In a master spreadsheet, we differentiated ownership by type:
Individuals; LLCs; LPs; LLPs; LLLPs, FLPs; Corporations; Trusts; Estates; Public (e.g. ceme-
teries, municipalities, public services, and parks); Banks; Nonprofits (e.g. universities and
churches); and Others. From these data, we found that there were more than 5800
active legal entities (corporate and non-corporate) in these two counties. We then
refined our analysis to focus on the corporate entities (LLC, LP, LLP, LLLP, FLP, and
Corporations).4 The tax parcel data indicate that there is a total of 837,854.51 acres of

4Also, the category ‘Others’ included many corporate forms that could not be categorized as a corporate entity in our analy-
sis. In some cases, these may have been mislabeled in the tax parcel data and were thus recategorized during the analysis.
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farmland in McDonough and Fulton counties, and these corporate entities represent
approximately 12% of the combined farmland, held by 329 entities (100,162 acres).
This is slightly higher than MacDonald, Hoppe, and Newton (2018) national survey
findings, which estimate that 10.3% of all US farms are owned in corporate forms.
They calculate the total percentage reaches 70% when examining farmers with gross
annual incomes of $5 million or more.

We then sought to go beyond the named legal entity on the tax parcel data to
explore corporate relationships through a focus on credit and debt. We used public
records, specifically SmartLinx Comprehensive Business Reports and SmartLinx Compre-
hensive Person Reports, acquired through the subscription-only database LexisNexis
Public Records (hereafter, Nexis) to uncover public documents that pertained to all
of the corporate entities in the two counties. Due to Nexis’s public document limit-
ations, we did not study international farmland ownership, though we checked the
Agricultural Foreign Investment Disclosure Act Database, which spans between 1900
and 2014 (“Agricultural Foreign Investment Disclosure Act Database” 2019). Seven cor-
porations in our case-study area appeared on this list; however, only two, Brickyard
Farm, LLC and LHF Black Walnut (IL), LLC, exist on currently available tax parcel data,
accounting for 644 acres.

We compiled Comprehensive Business Reports for the proprietor (the name found on
the tax parcel data), the parent company (the secondary layer), and then the ‘grandpar-
ent’ company (the tertiary layer) if there was one, as well as for the initial, parent, and
grandparent creditor (See Table 2). We also researched the companies or individuals
associated with the corporate entity (Operators, Employees, and Agents) using Compre-
hensive Person Reports. Comprehensive Business Reports provide the name(s) of the
corporate entity, the location of ownership, the type of firm, the parent company,
and the executives. Comprehensive Business Reports include Uniform Commercial
Code (UCC) filings listing any persons or entities that the company has lent money to
(what we refer to as debtors), and any persons or entities that the company has bor-
rowed money from (what we refer to as creditors). UCC filings enable us to trace
when businesses are taking out loans, as the creditors must submit such filings with
their respective Secretary of State’s office. Whereas mortgages secure a debt’s repay-
ment with real property, UCC filings represent a type of lien that gives a lender
secured rights to the assets to which the lien is attached, as is often required with
farm operating agreements, which are lines of credit for day-to-day business (Warner
2000). UCC filings ensure that borrowers are not using the same collateral to secure mul-
tiple loans.

We also drew on supplemental research using publicly available online sources includ-
ing corporate websites, such as Bloomberg, and professional social media sites, such as
LinkedIn. For publicly traded corporations, these data were complemented by Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) reports. While data on the relation of subsidiaries to
one another was limited, in some cases the SEC reports helped us understand the connec-
tion of subsidiaries to the parent companies, namely, whether they were wholly owned
subsidiaries. As we explain in our results, a wholly owned subsidiary is significant as the
parent owns all or a controlling share of the common stock (Prechel 1997a; Allison, Pre-
ntice, and Howell 1991). Thus, the corporation is afforded unique financial accounting
and transfer mechanisms (Prechel and Morris 2010).
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Table 2. We studied crediting and proprietary entities according to location, acreage, type of firm, ownership structure, obfuscation of location, and biographical
details.

Investigative Focus Description*

Data Collected

Name(s)
Associated

Location of
Ownership

Total
Acreage Firm Type

Ownership
Structure Location Biography

Corporate Entity listed as owner in tax parcel data x x x x x x x
Parent Company owner of the corporate entity x x x x x x x
Grandparent Company owner of the parent company x x x x x x x
Owners/
Associated Persons

individuals linked with corporate
entity

x x x x x

Original Creditor source of loans to corporate entity x x x x
Creditor of Creditor source of loans for creditor x x x x
Parent of Creditor parent company of creditor x x x x
Creditor of Parent Company source of loans for parent company x x x x

*All sources were derived from Nexis except the corporate entity, which is found on tax parcel data.
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5. Findings

5.1. Corporate parentage and absentee proprietors

Absentee ownership remains one of the most critiqued dimensions of outside financial
investment in farmland, associated with deleterious impacts for rural people domesti-
cally and abroad (Tolbert et al. 2014; Mendham and Curtis 2010; Lyson and Welsh
2005). Is the corporation, then, simply a mechanism to extract resources from one
area to compile wealth for others in another, or is it a survival tool for local, family
farmers? While there is ample nuance in-between, we trace a majority of corporations
to absentee proprietors – overwhelmingly so when the proprietors use the multilayered
subsidiary form.

To determine absentee status, we traced ownership claims to the location of individual
investors or the headquarters of parent companies that own the entities listed in the tax
parcel data. These parent companies and investors introduce layers of proprietors not
visible in the parcel data. If an individual person was listed by Nexis as an executive, we
used that individual’s address found through a Comprehensive Person Report. If the cor-
poration had a parent company, we used the operating location of that parent company
or, where relevant, the grandparent company as the location of ownership. We build on
geographical differentiation in existing studies (Bailey and Majumdar 2014; Gunnoe
2014; see Gaventa 1995 for details of the Appalachian Land Ownership Study; Desmarais
et al. 2017) to identify absentee ownership through degrees of distance: in county, sur-
rounding counties, greater Illinois, and out of state.5 Our results reveal that the who
approach (assigning location via the address on the tax parcel data) underestimates
absentee control via corporate groups: 34% of corporate entities, accounting for 35% of
land, link to individual people or corporate owners with different addresses from those
listed in the tax parcel data.

Overall, we found that in our two-county case-study area, 27% of corporate operations
traced back to in county (30% of the farmland); 26% to surrounding counties (19% of farm-
land); 26% to greater Illinois (24% of farmland); and 21% to out of state (27% of farmland)
(Figure 1). By looking at corporate parentage, we found that the ultimate proprietors typi-
cally are absentee: 73% of corporations have corresponding addresses outside of the
county, accounting for 70% of corporate-owned land.

We compared the address found through our research to the ‘mail to’ address in exist-
ing tax parcel data (generally used to determine corporate location). The corporate entities
fit into three different categories: categorical location change, within-category location
change, and no location change. The first category, categorical location change, represents
corporate entities in which our approach overwhelmingly reveals an outward shift toward
absentee control, which formerly appeared more localized. For example, a corporation’s
tax parcel data may state that it is owned in county when, in fact, our public documents
research reveals proprietary layers in greater Illinois or out-of-state. Twenty-seven corporate
entities (8%), representing 7259.67 acres (7% of the total corporate acreage researched),

5In county means that the farm proprietor was a within county individual or corporate entity; surrounding counties means
the corresponding address was in a county adjacent to Fulton or McDonough, respectively; any corresponding location in
any other county within the state constitutes greater Illinois; and out-of-state means proprietors in any other state.
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resulted in this categorical location change (Figure 2). Companies had an outward geo-
graphical shift in 24 cases, or 89% of this subcategory. This carries significant implications
with respect to community-level accountability.

The second category, within-category change, captures the corporate entities where
we uncovered a new location via parentage, but one that does not change the
location category. Sometimes, proprietors simply choose to use a different address,
such as a P.O. Box, in order to separate business expenses from personal expenses,
a division that is crucial for corporate entities to obtain limited liability (Warda
2005). In other cases, a different address may represent a more pointed intention of
obscuring ownership behind locally unwanted agricultural activities such as CAFOs
(Ashwood, Diamond, and Thu 2014). For example, in McDonough County, a hog
farm owned by Pinnacle Genetics, LLC, was the subject of a 2006 environmental
lawsuit (US States News 2007). This company is a subsidiary of Carthage Management
Systems, the same swine producer studied by Ashwood, Diamond, and Thu (2014).
While the tax parcel lists a P.O. Box, the Nexis address lists an office building, albeit
in the same town. This within-category change is much more prevalent, with 28,295
acres of farmland (28%) and 84 corporate entities (26%) having a different address
from the one listed in the tax parcel data, but not significant enough that it
changed the location category.

Figure 1. Location of corporate proprietors by acreage and number.
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5.2. Credit and liabilities

Connecting proprietary claims is crucial, but stopping there would leave us with only a
partial understanding of how control and income work in farmland investment. Credit
also plays a crucial role in investment, as rarely is capital at hand to make purchases.
Finance is, indeed, driven by credit, made particularly accessible through intragroup
markets. These markets, unique to the most complex corporations, enable independent
subsidiaries to gain capital through credit that flows through the corporate group. To
understand this credit flow, we analyzed UCC filings listed in Nexis’ Comprehensive
Business and Comprehensive Person Reports to place relationships of credit and debtor
liabilities in dialogue with proprietary claims. For each of the 329 corporate entities, we
studied credit related to (1) the corporate entity listed in the tax parcel data; (2) the
parent company or companies of that entity, along with the company’s creditors or the
executive’s creditors; and (3) the grandparent company or companies, along with the
parent company or companies’ creditors.

We found that, in the context of land in our study region, two crediting structures
prevail. In the first one, which we term self-finance, corporations receive loans directly or
via an executive. This is a more simplistic form of corporate farmland ownership, and
while often indicative of investment, it does not correspond to the kinds of financialization

63%28%

7%2%

Obfuscation by 
Acreage

No Changes

Minor Changes

Categorical Changes

Cannot Be Found

64%26%

8% 2%

Obfuscation by 
Number of 

Corporations

No Changes

Minor Changes

Categorical Changes

Cannot Be Found

Figure 2. Proprietary obfuscation by acreage and number. These figures reflect ownership-location dis-
crepancy between tax parcel data and corporate ties.
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that capture the imaginations of most scholars. However, we find a second structure, what
we call internal market-financing, to be indicative of farmland financialization. In this struc-
ture, credit flows between parent and subsidiary corporations through internal capital
markets. Among other functions, internal capital markets allow constrained firms to
acquire capital from other parts of the corporate group in order to expand their operations
(Liebeskind 2000). For example, a parent company might choose to use a profitable sub-
sidiary’s assets to collateralize loans, or it might shift capital from amore to a less profitable
subsidiary (Scharfstein and Stein 2000; Lamont 1997). Internal capital markets can help
make major investments such as land appear less risky by sidestepping external market
constraints on credit that others face when applying for traditional loans. While liabilities
to external creditors continue to shape control over land, these internal capital markets
create a crucial instrument for capital transfer between levels of corporate proprietors
within a corporate group. Internal capital markets, then, uniquely advantage the very
largest and most complex of farmland investment corporations.

5.2.1. Personal and corporate self-finance
The more basic financial investment corporate form utilizes self-finance, where credit
traces back to either executives (personal self-finance) (Figure 3) or the corporation (corpor-
ate self-finance) (Figure 4).6 Personal and corporate self-finance, while the building blocks
of farmland investment, do not facilitate the large-scale acquisitions most commonly
associated with the financialization of land that we discuss in the next section. Over half
of corporations use personal self-finance while 115 corporate entities (35%), representing
35,116 acres (35%) of farmland in McDonough and Fulton Counties, use corporate

Figure 3. Personal self-finance: Capital flows from creditors of individuals and associated businesses to
the individual owners, who use the capital to finance the corporate entity.

6When the financial reports did not uncover any creditors and debtors but we did find biographical financial information on
individuals, we determined the creditors that provided loans directly to those executives. See Table 2 for more detail.
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self-financing (Figure 5). Corporate self-finance is further removed from liability, wrong-
doing, or financial malfeasance than personal self-finance.

Personal self-finance may include land owned by a family that uses farmland as an
investment or a personal investor who takes out loans under his or her name. For
example, K Speer, LLC, owns approximately 240 acres of farmland in McDonough
County. The money for the LLC was transferred from the living trust of Kermit Speer,
the founder and owner of the Rural King Supply Store company, which operates 110
stores in 13 states (Rural King 2019). Another example is Muddy Creek Farm Corporation,
which self-finances its 161-acre property through loans taken out by a person, rather than
capital produced by an associated business. While we do not know all the reasons why
corporations self-finance, one reason may be that when smaller corporations employ cor-
porate structures in order to limit liability via familial or personal relationships, banks and
other major lenders may be reluctant to provide credit to them unless they personally col-
lateralize it (Johnson 2015) or acquire a guarantor to assume a contractual obligation for
repayment of the funds in the event that the corporation cannot (Pencook 2017). Person-
ally self-financed corporations may have taxation and other asset-partitioning benefits
unique to their legal form. Nonetheless, the loan obligation still resides more directly.
Thus liability is more acute.

Corporate self-finance, in contrast to personal self-finance, diffuses direct culpability
through a process known as owner shielding, where corporations, rather than individual
people, receive loans to finance land acquisitions. In industrial animal operations, for
example, asset partitioning leaves the personal assets of investors protected (not liable)
for debts and obligations accrued by the LLC (Cody, Hopkins, and Perlman 2007). One
local LLC in McDonough County – Greuel Holdings, LLC – connects to a family with a
large-scale hog operation that has incorporated 93.16 acres of land. This LLC has creditors
common in the case-study area: Commodity Credit Corporation; West Central FS, Inc.: State

Figure 4. Corporate self-finance: Capital flows directly to the corporate entity via an external capital
market, though money may pass through multilayered subsidiary corporation(s).
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Bank of Industry; Deere and Company; and 1st Farm Credit Services, the latter of which
serves as a major agricultural lender. Deed record real estate transactions show that the
land was transferred into an LLC after the Greuel family purchased it. Taken together,
this demonstrates that LLCs provide a means for people to protect their assets when enga-
ging in riskier forms of production. Access to credit, combined with limitations of particular
kinds of liabilities, motivates the incorporation of land.

5.2.2. Internal market-finance
The major players in farmland investment take distancing to a more extreme level. They
utilize a dense network of corporations to maximize access to credit and protection
from debt liabilities. In our observations, we found two dominant strategies. In the first,
financing for farmland flows from a parent company, possibly with further degrees of dis-
tancing through another parent or a parent company creditor (Figure 6). We understand
this as the internal market creditor model, which captures the structure of ownership for
8185 acres of farmland (8%). In this penultimate category, finance flows downstream
from parent or grandparent companies to landholding subsidiaries in a total of 14 corpor-
ate entities (4%). Although Nexis Comprehensive Business Reports provide UCC filings that
capture certain transactions between a firm’s creditors and debtors, the reports them-
selves do not confirm the transfer of money. Our exemplars allow us to infer that
money is being transferred via internal capital markets, as we detail in this section. If
the corporate subsidiaries owned by the parent company do not show any UCC filings,

50%

35%

8%
6%

<1
%

Financial Structure
by Acreage

Personal Self-Finance

Corporate Self-Finance

Internal Market Creditor

External and Internal Market Creditor

Unknown

56%35%

4%
4% 1%

Financial Structure by 
Corporation 

Personal Self-Finance

Corporate Self-Finance

Internal Market Creditor

External and Internal Market Creditor

Unknown

Figure 5. Types of financial structures employed.
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we surmise that downstream debt exists in the form of a parent company’s loan to a sub-
sidiary in order to enhance the corporate group’s purchasing power to acquire land. For
example, a subsidiary might have a harder time acquiring a loan in the external capital
market. The multilayered structure allows corporate managers within that group to
share information about their financial situation across subsidiaries, without being
obliged to share that information with outside lenders (Triantis 2009; Stein 1997).
Especially when combined with limited liability, such information asymmetry can lead
to moral hazard, economic parlance for when a corporation takes risks it would not
take if its costs were felt directly (Hespe 2013).

Corporations that finance their operations using internal markets are among the largest
proprietors in our study sample. Farmland Reserve, Inc., a subsidiary of the Corporation of
the President of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, represents one major land
investment corporation that uses the multilayered subsidiary form. Furthermore, this
company has two subsidiaries – Deseret Farms, Inc. and Agreserves, Inc. – although
neither subsidiary holds property in these counties. Since Farmland Reserve does not
have any creditors listed on its Comprehensive Business Report yet purchased more
than $4 million of land in McDonough County, its likely source of capital is from its
parent company using a downstream transfer, as the Corporation of the President of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints lists 34 creditors. This affords the corpor-
ation not only increased purchasing power through internal capital markets but also mul-
tiple limits on liability. Furthermore, neither of the two subsidiaries shows any active UCC
filings, thus revealing the significance of these intercompany transfers in the operations of
the entire company. If credit in the multilayered subsidiary flows between companies, then
the asset partitioning (whether as owner shielding or entity shielding) becomes a circuit
breaker that prevents problems with the flow from affecting overall profit production
(Casey 2015). While a fuller picture of these transactions would perhaps allow us to

Figure 6. Internal market creditor: In this multilayered subsidiary corporation, capital flows from parent
company to landowning corporate entity through internal capital markets.
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draw firmer conclusions, our use of public records exposes how the multilayered subsidi-
ary form limits liability and provides streams of credit to subsidiaries, an enticing flow of
capital that promises future financial rewards for those pursuing farmland financialization
(Ioannou and Wójcik 2019). In other words, this credit shifts the profit-making strategy
from current land holdings to future expectations of profit by the corporation and its
investors.

The second dominant strategy yields an even more complex model of farmland invest-
ment: the external and internal market creditor model accounts for 13 corporate entities
(4%) that own 6017 farmland acres (6%). Here, capital may flow downstream from the
parent company to subsidiary, upstream from the subsidiary to the parent company or
grandparent company, or across subsidiaries (Figure 7). The movement of money is
more complex than in the parent company creditor case, as the flow of credit involves
not only internal capital markets but also external financing at the subsidiary level.

One example is PH Farms, LLC, a subsidiary of the agricultural REIT Farmland Partners,
Inc (Figure 8). The tax parcel data for these two counties show that PH Farms holds 47
parcels of farmland, ranging from nine to 231 acres. It is the most complex investment
arrangement found in our dataset and demonstrates how landownership is partitioned
into subsidiaries as money moves within the corporate group (Figure 8). In tax parcel
data, PH Farms appears to be an out-of-state investment LLC. Our public records research
reveals that PH Farms was originally called Pittman Hough Farms, LLC, and later was incor-
porated with PH Farms, LLC, in 2013 and 2014, when it was acquired by Farmland Partners.
Within the complex corporate structure of Farmland Partners as a whole, PH Farms is a
wholly owned subsidiary of the Farmland Partners Operating Partnership, LP, which
itself is a wholly owned subsidiary of Farmland Partners, Inc., an Umbrella Partnership
REIT (UPREIT). This structure allows investors to defer paying capital gains taxes on appreci-
ated farmland until the Operating Partnership units are redeemed; in some situations, the
UPREIT may even allow investors to access cash in the transaction (Salon et al. 2019). Units
in UPREITS, then, have more advantageous taxation that REIT shares, as REIT shareholders

Figure 7. External and internal market creditor. This multilayered subsidiary corporation uses both
internal capital markets (left) between parent and landholding entity and external capital markets
(right) between creditor and corporate entity.
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Figure 8. Farmland Partners’ subsidiaries, related companies, and CEO: Farmland Partners, Inc., reveals the complex structure of subsidiary corporations and their
connections with the CEO.
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must pay taxes on the dividends (typically taxed as ordinary income) and any capital gains
received (US Securities and Exchange Comission 2011). UPREITs allow the corporate
owners to bolster their control by treating land as a bundle of nondescript units, rather
than a bounded investment (Chiang, Wachtel, and Zhou 2019). Crucially, our analysis of
the Comprehensive Business Report’s Real Property Records reveals that the Farmland
Partners Operating Partnership owns no farmland. Rather, the land is held in Farmland
Partners’ subsidiaries, such as PH Farms (Figure 9). This demonstrates that behind the
named entity on the tax parcel data often lies a complex web of proprietors benefiting
from tax advantages, credit–debt structures, and limits on liability.

Among the creative legal mechanisms obscured by the name-on-the-deed notion of
ownership is the way that credit can be exchanged within the corporate group. PH
Farms appears to have four external creditors, whose loans are tied to specific assets
rather than to the corporation as a whole: Deere and Company; CNH Industrial Capital
America, LLC; Bank of the Valley; and Bank of the West. This suggests that the finance is
used for day-to-day operations. According to our method (Figure 9), PH Farms appears
to have four blanket creditors, which are not specific to a piece of collateral but rather
tied to the general assets of the firm (Brighthouse Life Insurance Company, Rabo Agrifi-
nance, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, and New England Life Insurance
Company). These more general loans may enable farmland purchases (Shirshikov 2019).

We examined Farmland Partners’ US Securities and Exchange Commission filings, which
showed creditors such as MetLife provided loans to PH Farms as well as other subsidiaries
of the Operating Partnership (Form 10-K 2018). Obtaining capital externally may allow the
corporation to expand by acquiring new farmland for its subsidiaries. This farmland then
adds to the overall value of Farmland Partners’ Operating Partnership and its related cor-
porate group. PH Farms, as is the case with any wholly owned subsidiary, can consequen-
tially use internal markets to leverage the capital of its subsidiaries to engage with the
external market. For instance, in a public statement, Farmland Partners said that they
used 22,300 acres of farmland to receive a $127 million loan from MetLife (“Farmland Part-
ners’ Inc. Announces Loan Agreement” 2016). We know from our research that Farmland
Partners’ land is held by subsidiaries. This shows the capacity to leverage capital between
corporate entities in order to then engage with external capital markets, which are more
likely to demand stricter financial diligence than the head offices of a multilayered subsidi-
ary firm (Khanna and Palepu 1999). To compound these benefits, Widen (2006) notes that
corporate groups may use ‘hibernating’ subsidiaries – those that are treated as subsidiaries
when it is beneficial but that remain dormant when not needed, thus allowing a subsidiary
to become a de facto division of the corporation. In this way, the multilayered subsidiary
often integrates labor, capital, and physical assets, paying little heed to corporate bound-
aries, sometimes without negative legal consequences (Widen 2006).

While the UCC filing shows that capital indeed flows through Farmland Partners, how
the money flows through the internal capital market is difficult for us to precisely identify.
Financial transaction reports show some promise, although we were unable to acquire
complete data. These related-party transactions are notoriously difficult to monitor and
susceptible to abuse, especially as such transactions occur so often, and the greater
their frequency, the more difficult it becomes to assess the fairness of the transactions
(Dammann 2018). Moreover, because multilayered subsidiary firms file a consolidated
return, accountants eliminate intercompany transfers and can use the revenue of one
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Figure 9. Proprietary structure of Farmland Partners in McDonough and Fulton Counties: The complex corporate structure of Farmland Partners, Inc., the largest
agricultural REIT in the US, employs both internal capital markets and external capital markets.
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entity to offset the expense of another, masking the corporation’s reliance on internal
capital markets (Baker et al. 2005). Just as the tax parcel data can obscure ownership infor-
mation, the movements of capital within internal capital markets can make it difficult for
researchers to observe the flow in its entirety.

In the case of Farmland Partners in McDonough County, this opacity and limited liability
may also protect the multilayered subsidiary group from environmental or financial con-
sequences. Ashwood, Diamond, and Thu (2014) find that subsidiaries are a crucial means
of limiting liability for hog production, and Prechel and Zheng (2012) found that more
layers of subsidiaries correlated with higher pollution rates. Moreover, Prechel (2015)
observes that the multilayered subsidiary form gives parent companies’ managers and
owners ‘structural power’ to externalize the cost of pollution to society (833). The structure
is not limited to land investment but includes agribusiness more broadly. Take one of Car-
gill’s many subsidiaries, Carval Investors, LLC, which handles Cargill’s farmland acquisitions
(Salerno 2017). Through such subsidiaries, Cargill has become more involved in financial
activities, including real estate investment. For Cargill, corporate structure played a key
role in this shift; the multilayered subsidiary form allowed the company to profit as
both an agricultural producer and a financial speculator, to the extent that Cargill’s
financial activities may now overshadow its grain trading operations (Salerno 2017).
These layers of limited liability provided by the multilayered subsidiary form are a
crucial component of the corporation’s role in the financialization of farmland as limited
liability not only provides financial benefits but also contributes to physical and
financial distancing in the agrifood system.

While outside of the scope of this study, we found evidence that suggests the external
and internal market creditor form may enable foreign ownership. Brickyard Farm, LLC,
which the Agricultural Foreign Investment Disclosure Act Database shows as foreign
owned, owns 493 acres of farmland in McDonough County; it is a subsidiary of Agcoa,
Inc., or the Agricultural Company of America, a private farmland investment firm.7 Brick-
yard Farm, LLC, in addition to owning land, also is a creditor to Jenks Family Farms.
Jenks Family Farms, a major regional landholder in Illinois, is ranked seventh amongst
the top ten U.S. farm subsidy recipients between 2008 and 2017 (Andrzejewski 2018). In
addition, PH Farms – the Farmland Partners subsidiary – has acquired land from the
Jenks Family Farm, making these various companies and entities related in ways we do
not yet fully understand.

What we can surmise is that an approach to ownership based on proprietors, relations
of credit–debt, and liability provides new insights into the financial structure of land
investment and offers promise for future studies. Our results suggest that the multilayered
subsidiary is the preeminent corporate form that facilitates farmland financialization and
absentee investment in our study region. Notably, 96% of the corporate entities in the
multilayered subsidiary form operate outside of the county in which they own land.
Further, 48% of corporate entities and 63% of the corresponding land with an internal
market creditor or internal and external market creditor is owned outside of the state, a
total of 8980 acres of farmland in these two counties.

7It should be noted that even on Nexis, this link was not easily established. There are two Brickyard Farm, LLCs, one incor-
porated as a Delaware LLC and one in Columbia, Illinois.
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6. Conclusion

Pinpointing the corporate organizational forms that privilege income production and
control helps identify what legal tools (even when mundane) enable the financialization
of farmland. Our analysis of ownership via proprietors, limited liability, credit–debt struc-
tures, and capital flows from both external and internal market creditors reveals the mech-
anisms enabling the financialization of farmland. Yet, all corporations are not created
equal. We separate self-financed corporations in accordance with those that receive
their credit from people who invest or from the corporation itself. The latter enjoys
even more owner shielding than the former, meaning that, in practice, corporate crediting
protects investor assets mainly through limited liability.

Beyond layers of corporations, we find that intragroup transfers via internal capital
markets play a central role in shaping the centralization of control and income necessary
for the financialization of ownership. Internal markets are exclusive to the largest of farm-
land investment companies, allowing credit to move within the corporate structure.
Internal markets overcome the constraints of external markets by creating an intragroup
credit market monopoly that exists for only the most powerful investment companies.
They provide a way for a more financially viable company within the same corporate
family to then transfer capital to another less viable company, making the riskiest pur-
chases possible, ones that would be difficult to fund otherwise.

The shareholder value form of corporate governance, tied to the multilayered subsidi-
ary corporation that arose in the 1980s, is an impetus behind the short-term focus on profit
that drives such purchases. Rather than long-term concerns with productivity more fam-
iliar to land investment in the past, the shareholder structure of governance needs internal
and external markets to make land purchases, namely those concerned with short-term
profits. In the context of landownership, this could be fueling land speculation that
outside creditors would not support.

Further, the ease of capital circulation between related entities can become a source of
risk. In July 2018, Farmland Partners’ share price plummeted after an anonymous report
accused the company of ‘artificially increasing revenues by making loans to related-
party tenants who round-trip the cash back to [Farmland Partners] as rent’ (Rota Fortunae
2018). In this case, the accusation that the company was cycling capital between related
entities became a source of major reputational and financial damage.8 Yet internal markets
require little financial disclosure, as companies file consolidated tax returns, which do not
show intercompany transfers. While more research is needed to build on our findings, the
availability of intercompany data currently limits doing much more on a systematic level.
What we do know is that the multilayered subsidiary form, with its unique potential to
move capital from one entity to another, enables the financialization of farmland.

Because access to internal and external markets underlies financial investment in land,
anti-corporate farming laws may be only a superficial solution in light of financialization.
Thinking of corporate investment as only attached to a specific entity misses how owner-
ship depends on credit streams, limited liability, and intragroup transfers of funds. In the
US, nine states have enacted anti-corporate farming laws that seek to protect family

8Farmland Partners sued Rota Fortunae, accusing it of conspiring in the report to distort their company’s value in false and
defamatory ways.
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farming by limiting corporate ownership (Pittman 2004). Notable studies have demon-
strated the promise of these laws for reducing corporate ownership and benefiting rural
agricultural communities (Lobao and Stofferahn 2008; Lyson and Welsh 2005; Welsh, Car-
pentier, and Hubbell 2001). However, more could feasibly be done to address the use of
internal and external markets underlying financial land investment. Corporations may be
easily able to skirt these laws by using subsidiaries with local addresses. Another potential
solution is piercing the corporate veil to require that all proprietors and creditors be
revealed. Nexis feasibly is a tool to enable the public identification of ownership in the
broader terms we develop in this paper, but currently these data (albeit public) exist
only behind a paywall and take substantial time and effort to organize.

The lack of accurate, publicly available information concerning farmland – notably the
subsidiaries and the often-intricate interrelationship of creditors – allows investors to use
corporate forms to pursue their financial goals with surprising anonymity. On a basic level,
our results reveal that most corporations are largely tools of absentee investment, includ-
ing the majority of multilayered subsidiary corporations. The overall percentage of land
owned by corporations identified in our study is perhaps less than one would expect,
with over one out of every ten acres owned by corporations. But the favorable mechan-
isms for profit consolidation afforded to corporations suggests such forms of ownership
could spread.

Focusing on income and control as dual features of ownership provides the analytical
tools necessary to study financial investment in land. This insight opens up a pathway to
examine the corporate structures of financial investment, largely overlooked in the prevail-
ing, but more general, access and possession approach. Our research demonstrates that
what seems to indicate ownership – a name – may obscure who or what makes profit
from and exerts control over farmland investment. In the context of corporate power
and shareholder-based corporate governance, subsidiaries, credit, and limited liability
shape the movement and making of money. In bringing the what to bear alongside the
who, scholars are better equipped to understand the organizational mechanisms
driving dispossession in an age of finance.
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